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A Biking Expedition held in Ramallah: 

Another Pathway for Fujoor in the Blessed Land – Palestine 

News:  

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT: A biking expedition held in Ramallah sponsored by the Danish 
House in Palestine and pictured on Facebook by the Danish House in Palestine featuring men and 
women closely mixing with one another, women and men dressed Islamically inappropriately held for 
the sake of freedom of movement in the occupied lands by the Jewish entity. (September 21, 2018) 

Comment: 

Blurring the lines beyond recognition of Islam from its hayaat and the Hukm Shari’ in the sacred 
lands of the Muslim Ummah and the open doors of fujoor with the media spotlights to spread the 
event and be tolerated for all. 

Men and women of all ages alongside one another … women without hijab wearing skintight 
active wear in the streets, training carried out by men and women for one another, balancing women 
on their bikes as if it is something so normal …where is this? in the Blessed Land of Palestine!  All in 
the sake for “Palestinian right freedom of movement.”  What movement are they referring to? From 
Gaza to the Quds, Hebron to Haifa? Without the forces of the Jewish entity blocking the entrances? 
Or is it from Ramallah to Nablus within the limits of the occupied territories? So when one puts forth 
such a major feat, one would imagine tanks and the presence of the army ….but what’s flashed 
before our eyes: BIKES! Bikes yes bikes and not only that but women on display and men weaving 
among the women of all ages again for the sake of “Palestinian right freedom of movement”! 

We will leave the ludicrous idea of Palestinian right freedom of movement for another topic to be 
explored with the role of the Muslim armies’ duty to liberate the whole Blessed Land- Palestine. 

Back to the scene of the bike marathon, leaving many thoughts swirling in the protective and 
god-fearing Muslim’s mind… 

Diyathah, ikhtalat, fujoor, tabbaraj. 

All on full display sponsored by western states like the Danish House in Palestine etc. Why are 
funds so readily available to such projects and events yet little funds for their own domestic issues??? 
Here lies the heart of the matter … to destroy all Islamic appearances and links to the Muslims’ 
Aqeedah to detach the religion from the society, publicly accept and normalize such wild actions 
through heavily sponsored events all to etch away at the Aqeedah and what is to be viewed as the 
new normal all furthering the hidden aims of these sponsoring states. Removing Muslims from their 
Islam to the point of beyond recognition. Pushing the wedge further into the heart of the Muslims both 
literally in the Blessed Land – Palestine the third holiest place for Muslims and figuratively splitting the 
minds of the Muslim youth into accepting such western norms as their own. 

May Allah Al Muntaqim purify the Blessed Land of such filth the land where Salahidun refused to 
laugh while it was under the clutch of the Crusaders until he liberated it himself. How can we as the 
ones protective of our Muslim sisters remain idle while their minds are attacked and their bodies are 
on display for all to see?! How can we as the ones protective of our Muslim brothers remain idle while 
their minds are attacked and they are pushed to carry out such cunning actions?! This is making of 
the dayooth! Ibn al-Qayyim said, “And the Dayooth (the man with no jealousy over the women in his 
family) is the most vile of Allah’s creation, and Jannah is forbidden for him, (because of his lack of 
Gheerah – jealousy)”. This is the making of the secular free thinker looking at others without any 
sentiment of having responsibility for others in society …do as you please just mind your own 
business. This is the demise of a society and not in any society but in the Blessed Land of Palestine. 

Women without hayaat, men without hayaat. Hayaat is the self-respect and the shyness held in 
high esteem by Islamic values. Anyone who acts without any regulation to one’s Islamic provisions 
become reduced to lowly creatures and the consequences are so much severe than one can imagine 
because this does not only stop here but has a domino effect. Who knows what is in the upcoming 
agendas … perhaps an open swim competition? Mixed camping overnight trips? La halwa wala 
quwata illa billah 
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